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 22 survivalist lifestyle as he tries to find his way home. Features Battle enemies and overcome challenges as you explore the
wilds of the African Savannah. Earn Ayo's trust as he guides you on your journey home. Explore the wilds of Africa in the most

realistic game on mobile: Feel the grit and the danger of a harsh survivalist lifestyle. Ayo's .22 caliber pistol is your trusty
sidekick. Experience firsthand the uncomfortable lifestyle of a tough, long-distance .22 hunter in the most realistic .22

survivalist game. Features * Unforgiving environment: Take on enemies and overcome challenges as you explore the wilds of
Africa. * Intuitive controls: Swipe the screen to aim and move, tap to fire. * Different levels of difficulty: Play on EASY or

HARD to get the most from the game. * Customize your character: Every aspect of Ayo's outfit can be customized to look the
way you want. * Customized weapon with 3 firing modes: Aim down the sights for a perfect shot. Hammer-slam and pump-

action shooting options. * Earn respect and earn trust: Accept Ayo's trust to earn his respect, and earn his trust to earn the
secrets of his home. * Test your skills: Practice aiming and firing with familiar weapons and many new challenges in our tutorial

area. * Compete with Ayo and other players in the Trophy Leaderboard * Watch Ayo take aim and pull the trigger in a video
from the development team. Join Ayo, and his trusty and loyal sidekick, on the most amazing journey ever! Embark on a
thrilling adventure deep into the heart of Africa. To continue on your journey, check out Amazing Africa: The Wildlife

Challenge - Survival Shooter on Google Play: Visit our Website: Follow us on Twitter: Like us on Facebook: Subscribe to us on
YouTube: And follow us on Instagram: Note: "Amazing Africa" and "Amazing Africa: The Wildlife Challenge" are registered

trademarks of AmaZ 82157476af
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